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ABSTRACT- Activity acknowledgment dependent on skeletons has drawn a great deal of 
consideration because of its wide applications in humancomputer cooperation, observation 
framework. Contrast and picture information, a skeleton has an advantage of the vigor with 
foundation changing and processing effectively contribution to its low dimensional portrayal. 
CNN and LSTM systems take care of this issue. In this paper, we proposed a system for activity 
acknowledgment utilizing skeleton information and assess it with diverse system designs. We 
initially alter the component portrayal by adding movement data to a skeleton picture, which 
gives valuable data to the systems. After that, various systems structures have been utilized and 
assessed to give understanding into how well it will perform on this sort of information. At long 
last, we assessed the framework on two open datasets NTU-RGB+D and CMDFall to 
demonstrate the productivity and attainability of the framework. The proposed strategy 
accomplishes 76.8% what's more, 45.23% on NTU-RGB+D and CMDFall, individually, which 
is focused outcomes. 
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INTRODUCTION- Recognition of human intervention has attracted considerable attention in 
latest years as it has the ability to be applied in multiple implementations such as intelligent 
surveillance[1], human-computer interaction [2], visual understanding . Secondly, under many 
uncontrolled circumstances, the action can be carried out. It may be the subject's big differences 
that cause behavioral distinction. The activities are recorded with distinct viewpoints, ranges, 
backgrounds or lighting circumstances and partially occluded at times.There are normally two 
distinct developments in skeleton-based action identification: Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) 
and Convolutionary Neural Network (CNN). Where RNNs could efficiently model temporal 
characteristics,if training data is not adequate, RNNs can readily contribute to over-fitting.In 
CNN-based methods, the skeleton sequence is converted into an image that contains spatial-
temporal information and feeds into the network. Spatial and temporal data on the horizontal and 
vertical axes are encoded respectively as a typical representation.In this case, CNN was used to 
encode spatial information as a feature extraction while LSTM captures the sequence's temporal 
information.In this document, we concentrate on the second path, which is encoded as a picture 
skeleton, and use distinct network architecture to demonstrate each network's similarities and 
benefits. Wehere demonstrate that the outcomes can achieve a sustainable outputand are 
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enhanced by incorporating movement d
temporal data by pairing CNN with LSTM.

RELATED WORK-Here we 
methodwhich has attained the top

1. TRADITIONAL METHODS
grouping of skeleton joints.
Investigation (PCA) and Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbor (NBNN) are connected to 
standardize and characterize the element on the MSR Action3D dataset
technique dependent on Lie gat
human activity as bends in the Lie bunch SE(3), w
histograms of 3D joint areas (HOJ3D) are processed

2. DEEP LEARNING METHOD
attention compared to trad
authority of CNNs cal Skepxels as an encoding skeleton to picture. Each series of 
skeletons is transformed to a two
data. Each joint refers to an pictur
create a larger picture containing many settings for the allocation of joints. In order to do 
classification job, an Inception
streams of CNNs in to recognize skeleton

3. PROPOSED METHOD
continuously, adding Gaussian noise to boost the amount of information
skeleton drawing method to transform raw XYZ sequences into images to take advantage 
of state-of - the-art deep-neural network 
method to transform raw XYZ sequences into images to take advantage of state
art deep-neural network architecture 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS- 

DATA-In this paper, we used two different datasets to evaluate the proposed system: NTU
RGB+D Skeleton [9] and CMDFall 
identification dataset providing 56880 action sequences for depth and skeleton information. It 
was recorded using Kinect v2 and includes 60 courses conducted by 40 topics, mostly about 
regular operations like drinking water, eating 
evaluations: Cross-Subject (CS) where 20 topics are used for the stage of instruction and the 

enhanced by incorporating movement data to the picture bya stronger knowledge of spatial and 
temporal data by pairing CNN with LSTM. 

 will discuss the traditional and deep learning 
top of the line. 

TRADITIONAL METHODS-In[3], the author utilizes the covariance grid for a 
grouping of skeleton joints.Thus,from Eigen Joints onward, Principal Component 
Investigation (PCA) and Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbor (NBNN) are connected to 

haracterize the element on the MSR Action3D dataset[4]
technique dependent on Lie gathering has been proposed in [5] that displayed every 
human activity as bends in the Lie bunch SE(3), which is a bended complex. In 
histograms of 3D joint areas (HOJ3D) are processed. 

DEEP LEARNING METHOD-This direction of studies lately received a ton of 

attention compared to traditional techniques. In 2015, using the concept of using the 
authority of CNNs cal Skepxels as an encoding skeleton to picture. Each series of 
skeletons is transformed to a two-axis grayscale image containing spatial and temporal 
data. Each joint refers to an picture patch place. And various patches are combined to 
create a larger picture containing many settings for the allocation of joints. In order to do 
classification job, an Inception-ResNet is then implemented[7]. The writers

to recognize skeleton-based intervention. 

PROPOSED METHOD-Here we use some methods of augmentation such as rotating 

continuously, adding Gaussian noise to boost the amount of information.Then w
skeleton drawing method to transform raw XYZ sequences into images to take advantage 

neural network architecture [8].Lastly, the skeleton drawing 
orm raw XYZ sequences into images to take advantage of state

architecture [8]. 

 

In this paper, we used two different datasets to evaluate the proposed system: NTU
CMDFall [10]. NTU-RGB+D is the biggest RGB+D action 

identification dataset providing 56880 action sequences for depth and skeleton information. It 
was recorded using Kinect v2 and includes 60 courses conducted by 40 topics, mostly about 
regular operations like drinking water, eating meat, clapping, etc.  There are two kinds of normal 

Subject (CS) where 20 topics are used for the stage of instruction and the 

er knowledge of spatial and 

, the author utilizes the covariance grid for a 
onward, Principal Component 

Investigation (PCA) and Naive Bayes Nearest Neighbor (NBNN) are connected to 
[4]. Another 

that displayed every 
hich is a bended complex. In [6], 

This direction of studies lately received a ton of 

concept of using the 
authority of CNNs cal Skepxels as an encoding skeleton to picture. Each series of 

axis grayscale image containing spatial and temporal 
e patch place. And various patches are combined to 

create a larger picture containing many settings for the allocation of joints. In order to do 
. The writers used two 

Here we use some methods of augmentation such as rotating 

.Then we use the 
skeleton drawing method to transform raw XYZ sequences into images to take advantage 

the skeleton drawing 
orm raw XYZ sequences into images to take advantage of state-of - the-

In this paper, we used two different datasets to evaluate the proposed system: NTU-
he biggest RGB+D action 

identification dataset providing 56880 action sequences for depth and skeleton information. It 
was recorded using Kinect v2 and includes 60 courses conducted by 40 topics, mostly about 

meat, clapping, etc.  There are two kinds of normal 
Subject (CS) where 20 topics are used for the stage of instruction and the 
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other 20 are used for the stage of experimentation, Cross
used for instruction and 1 for experimentation.

EVALUATION PROCESS-
skeleton picture with and without velocity channel for these two distinct datasets. This will 
produce four distinct combinations to show the effectiv
Velocity, CNN-LSTM, and CNNLSTM
networks with CNN assessment, which includes 5 convolution blocks. Each block has two layers 
of Max-Pooling and Dropout convolution.

RESULTS- Table shows the general outcomes on two datasets. I'm with the table. II. With 
NTU-RGB+D, as can be seen in II, our method has outperformed previous works using 
traditional techniques such as: Lie 
methods: STA-LSTM[12], Enhanced
and LSTM show gains in the use of the velocity channel network adds 1
adds 4-5 per cent to the general outcomes. This can be clarified by taking a velocity channel, the 
time data is more resistant to the resizing provider, while using LSTM can characterize the 
connection between the skeleton 

On CMDFall dataset, our method achieved a result higher (6%)
using the Temporal Convolution 

other 20 are used for the stage of experimentation, Cross-View (CV) where camera 2 and 3 are 
ion and 1 for experimentation. 

- We will assess both CNN and CNN-LSTM architecture using 
skeleton picture with and without velocity channel for these two distinct datasets. This will 
produce four distinct combinations to show the effectiveness of each element: CNN, CNN

and CNNLSTM-Velocity. We use the same architecture with VGG
networks with CNN assessment, which includes 5 convolution blocks. Each block has two layers 

Pooling and Dropout convolution. 

Table shows the general outcomes on two datasets. I'm with the table. II. With 
RGB+D, as can be seen in II, our method has outperformed previous works using 

traditional techniques such as: Lie Group , Skeleton Quads[11] and neural network
, Enhanced skeleton visualization. In addition, as anticipated, velocity 

and LSTM show gains in the use of the velocity channel network adds 1-2 per cent and LSTM 
5 per cent to the general outcomes. This can be clarified by taking a velocity channel, the 

re resistant to the resizing provider, while using LSTM can characterize the 
 over moment. 

On CMDFall dataset, our method achieved a result higher (6%) than the original proposal 
 Neural network + ResNet [13]on all four configurations.

View (CV) where camera 2 and 3 are 

LSTM architecture using 
skeleton picture with and without velocity channel for these two distinct datasets. This will 

eness of each element: CNN, CNN-
Velocity. We use the same architecture with VGG-16 

networks with CNN assessment, which includes 5 convolution blocks. Each block has two layers 

Table shows the general outcomes on two datasets. I'm with the table. II. With 
RGB+D, as can be seen in II, our method has outperformed previous works using 

and neural network-based 
. In addition, as anticipated, velocity 

2 per cent and LSTM 
5 per cent to the general outcomes. This can be clarified by taking a velocity channel, the 

re resistant to the resizing provider, while using LSTM can characterize the 

 

than the original proposal [10] 
gurations. 
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CONCLUSION-In this paper, we have proposed a skeleton
LSTM architecture and skeleton image. Experiments on two different datasets show that by 
adding velocity channel, more temporal data will be reserved while encodin
image while LSTM can be added to model a sequence data. However, there are some limitations 
such as it cannot cope with small datasets 
future, we will focus on fine graining our p
configuration such as the number of layers, number of neurons in each layer... The other 
improvement can be done in the future is adding more feature such as the dist
joints, planes to skeleton image as well as deeply investigate the contribution of each information 
to the final results. 
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